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What do vou think are the top 3 challenges facing women 
in the local agriculture sector? 

Challenges family commitments and children then working 

part time. 

A challenge is dealing with men and the attitude around 

inheritance- even if you speak up you still face this issue 

7 challenges are connected to having support to farm -

belief in the woman herself and support from her family, 

community/society, and organisations 

off farm challenges such as selling or buying women cane 

women discriminated against with cost - it is an attitude 

problem 

7 challenges listed are interlinked 

I feel one major challenge that has been missed is lack of 

maternity support, unlike any other industry those in 
agriculture are at risk for the 9months (cows kicking, sheep 

lambing). Most self employed take a few weeks off after 

dangerous in ag 

lots of young girls at Greenmount but not following through. 

Should Greenmount have equality training 

we are food producers - it should not come down to who 

puts the sheep into the ring and gets a lower price - the 

produce is the same if a man had reared those lambs 
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There is an need for equality training. Misogyny is in the 

farming sector 

The speed of change needs to be increased 

Point is to identify the problem - that's the start of solving it 

enges 

Do we go back to schools? Yes we should. Equality training 

happens in every walk of life but how do you monitor it in the 

farming sector? We should go back to the discussion on 

Greenmount providing equality training. 

Female vets being told they don't have the strength to 

deliver calf - it is the patronising attitude of men - could you 

have meeting at markets to discuss what is appropriate? 

Education - gender neutral language. Resources for schools 

show a male farmer and show men and their sons, make it 

more normal this is such as easy thing to do 

resse 

If farming is your primary income there should be financial 

support during the maternity period for extra help etc 

Scotland - unbias training it is about businesses in the 

agriculture sector encouraging and supporting women 

met the press and remind them that women and men work 

on farms and they should consider in the future the photos 

they use e.g. farming life etc. 
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How can greater supporter for women help the agricultural 
sector meet its strategic challenges? 

The wider economy is in need of recovery including 
agriculture and the entire workforce needs to be skilled to 

help the economy 

We don't know what innovation we have to come up with to 

be able to see what is needed 

At college women women seem to be more innovative and 

seem to face challenges better than some young men 

A women having her place within the farm will be so 

important. 

In research women it has demonstrated that women are 

multifunctional 

A lot of girls had adopted what they have learned, men 

particularly mould into what has been there before. I have 

changed a lot on the farm and my dad has been accepting 

We need to support women in that the strategy coming 

forward maybe very different and we need the farming 
sector who can be innovate 

Research has shown that women are more likely to engage 
in multifunctional farming which can help farm viability and 

sustainability 

Representation matters at all levels 
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How can greater supporter for women help the agricultural 
sector meet its strategic challenges? 

Succession planning is an issue within this sector. Having 

women involved in so important. 

Recovery following PandemicWith funding the gap is rural 

childcare could be filled. 
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